Immediate Release

NYU Tandon School of Engineering continues historic rise in

U.S. News & World Report rankings

Second ranking report within a fortnight reports a giant leap; NYU’s engineering school is now among the best in Greater New York

BROOKLYN, New York, Tuesday, March 17, 2019 – The New York University School of Engineering continues to climb the engineering graduate school rankings published each spring by U.S. News and World Report. The 2021 rankings, published today, list the Brooklyn-based school at number 38, representing a 44-position leap from 2006, when NYU Tandon, then known as Polytechnic University, was ranked at 82. This year, it ranks fourth in the tri-state area, behind only Columbia, Cornell, and Princeton Universities.

U.S. News & World Report is far from the only rankings organization to herald NYU Tandon’s rise. In the recently released 2020 QS World University Rankings by Subject, New York University ranked number 25 domestically in the area of engineering and technology. Its international ranking in the same category rose even faster than in than the U.S. News rankings, rising 50 positions since 2018, to 95. The QS evaluation includes both graduate and undergraduate programs.

U.S. News & World Report bases its rankings on a variety of metrics, including peer assessment by other engineering institutions; assessment by potential employers, corporate recruiters, and industry professionals; student selectivity based on GRE scores; student-faculty ratios; number of doctoral degrees granted; percentage of faculty in the National Academy of Engineering; and research activity.

-more-
The publication also ranks specialty programs each year, and NYU Tandon’s graduate program in computer engineering was listed as a top-40 choice; electrical engineering was positioned among the top 50 programs in the country.

“We take great pride in being highly ranked by U.S. News & World Report, whose reports are valued by students across the world,” said NYU Tandon Dean Jelena Kovačević. “Our steady climb to number 38 in the nation is a testament to our faculty, researchers, students, and staff, and their relentless focus on building creative, smart, connected, secure, healthy, and sustainable global urban communities.”

About the New York University Tandon School of Engineering
The NYU Tandon School of Engineering dates to 1854, the founding date for both the New York University School of Civil Engineering and Architecture and the Brooklyn Collegiate and Polytechnic Institute (widely known as Brooklyn Poly). A January 2014 merger created a comprehensive school of education and research in engineering and applied sciences, rooted in a tradition of invention and entrepreneurship and dedicated to furthering technology in service to society. In addition to its main location in Brooklyn, NYU Tandon collaborates with other schools within NYU, one of the country’s foremost private research universities, and is closely connected to engineering programs at NYU Abu Dhabi and NYU Shanghai. It operates Future Labs focused on start-up businesses in Brooklyn and an award-winning online graduate program. For more information, visit engineering.nyu.edu.
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